The K-matrix method is often used to describe overlapping resonances. It guarantees the unitarity of the scattering matrix but its parameters are not resonances masses and widths. It is also unclear how to separate resonant and background contributions and to describe background in terms of phase shifts.
Introduction
The Breit-Wigner expression [1] presents partial amplitudes in the form which directly contains masses and widths of resonances. BW function for one resonance satisfies the unitary condition, the problem arises when one needs to construct the unitary S-matrix for several resonances with the same quantum numbers.
A scattering operator connecting an initial and a final states, if S f S i  , is unitary † A simple sum of BW functions violates unitarity. An idea of writing in a general way the S-matrix as a sum of resonant terms which has to satisfy the unitarity constraints is due to work [2] . We demonstrate that this can be achieved in the form: 
SS I 
where the interference between the resonant states is taken into account by phases r ij  . In the original work [2] this expression was written with complex numerators (residues) instead of such phasesboth forms are equivalent. This scheme was realized in work [3] for two resonances with constant widths.
To consider energy-depending widths and threshold effects, S-matrix should be taken in the form
where ij T are transition amplitudes, In the K-matrix approach [4]
From † SS I  and time-reversal invariance it follows that K is real and symmetric operator. For the transition operator, from (6) it follows 1 ()
For elastic scattering (one channel), 2i Se   gives tan K   , thus a resonance in a partial amplitude at /2   can be associated with K taken in a pole form. A single pole parametrization
leads to the standard BW function for the partial amplitude:
thus 1 m and 1  in (8) are mass and width of a resonance in this simple situation. 3 For several poles and channels, a common parametrization is [5] 
For N poles and М open channels, the number of free parameters in the K-matrix method is ( 1) NM [6] . Parameter m  is said to be the "nominal" mass, i   are called the coupling constants of the state  to the decay channel i . To enhance the similarity with the BW formula, they are usually normalized,
i   are considered as the branching ratios. All these statements are based on comparison with the BW expression for an isolated resonance.
The example of two states and one channel allows to see the relationship between the K-and the BW -methods and the appearance of relative phases in (4) . With , . (15c) 4 Thus, the K-matrix method gives for the amplitude F a sum of BW functions with complex residues, in other words with relative phasesame as in (4) . A simple formula for the phase can be found. For
The fact that amplitude F in the K-method can be presented as a sum of two standard BW functions (without relative phases) if 1 m and 2 m are very separated is commonly considering as the justification that the K-matrix pole parameters are close to the physical resonance ones (when 
Brief description of the unitary BW method
Here we briefly describe the method to construct preserving unitarity S-matrix. The regular procedure is presented in Appendix.
The unitarity † S S I  for 
The constraints (23) are complicated non-linear conditions. We suggest the way which allows to overcome substantial technical difficulties which previously restricted the approach to maximum two [3] or three [7] U is real anti-symmetric matrix which has a very simple form for any particular N and M (see Appendix). Then, instead of trying to find all the components of vectors r g , we find only their real parts and obtain their imaginary parts using matrix U. Immediately highlight that the number of free parameters is the same as in the K-matrix method, In case of one resonance this approach reduces to the traditional BW function. Matrix S(E) is 
or in variable s
In a fitting procedure mass 1 m and M components of vector 11
x gg  can be taken as free parameters.
If a resonance is above all the thresholds, its mass is just 1 m and the width is
If a resonance is between thresholds L and ( 1) L  , there are two options: to set ( ) 0 k E   in the energy region below the corresponding threshold,
 if to consider different Riemann sheets). Then effective mass is
and the width is
In case of two resonances and one channel, the unitary BW approach gives the same expression for the amplitude T as the K-method, as discussed in section 1.
Let us illustrate the method for two resonances and two channels,
The coefficients in the unitary constraints (26)-(28) are: 
then components y r g are obtained with (37). It completes the construction of the amplitudes 0 0 1 1 1 2
where the widths () r E  are given by expression (29), and their values are
mm E , the mass of the 1 st resonance, 1 m , is determined by zero of the real part of the denominator of the first term in (40), i.e. by the root of equation
The component 21
x g can be found from (39) with 1 m instead of 1 m .
Examples: K-matrix vs. unitary BW
Let us consider two resonances in two channels, 
Let us start with the statement that K-matrix amplitudes have zero, or very close to zero, values between resonance locations. This feature directly follows from expression (7) and therefore remains in any modification of the K-matrix method. In case of two resonances, the zero of equation 12 ( ) 0 TE  (i.e. 12 ( ) 0 KE  ) is located between the poles 1,2 m and given by a linear equation; in case of three states this is a quadratic equationthis result immediately follows from expressions (10) and (46). The zeros in 11 T and 22
T are slightly shifted from that location. If relatively narrow resonances are far from each other and background is neglected, the amplitudes approximately presented by a sum of isolated BW functions really become zero between the peaks. But in a situation when the states physically overlap, this feature of the K-matrix method can be considered as a defect -the resonances in K-matrix scattering amplitudes are always isolated and actually do not overlap. Same feature translates on parametrizations that exploit the K-matrix for production amplitudes, It is instructive to present simple examples demonstrating the features of the methods rather than considering actual physical problems in which the demonstration of the approach, which is the goal of this paper, could be hidden in the details of complexity and ambiguity of situation.
Let which qualitatively correspond to these situations. Technically, we draw smooth curves (different peak heights and widths can be considered), discretize and randomize these curves, introduce dispersions (error bars at each point are generated randomly with the upper limit of 0.05). Two examples of such data are presented in Fig. 2 The remaining parameters can be calculated using these six independent ones. (After the ri g values are found, parameter  , which is a technical one, is not needed any longer.) Fig.3 . Thin lines -К-matrix (46), thick lines-plot BW formulas (44); threshold 2 1.38 E  .
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In Table 1 we collect the results in the BW approach (branching ratios ri B are calculated with formulas (21), phases r ij  can be obtained from the ri g values). By direct substitution of these ri g in (44) it can be checked that matrix () SE is unitary for any E. Large values of 2  only reflect the fact that the K-matrix method inadequately describes the regions between the peaks when all the amplitudes (cross-sections) are not close to zero in these locations. But if the amplitudes have not only the poles, but also the zeros, in other words, when resonances are well resolved and do not overlap, both the K-matrix and BW descriptions lead to close results (obviously, a background -any additional plateau in data in resonant area -will lead to a discrepancy). This situation is presented in Fig. 4 in which the data have substantial dips between the resonances in all three channels (for brevity we consider only one threshold location 2 1.22 E  ). The quality of fits is practically the same -in each method 2 / 0.5 d   . The resonance parameters for both methods are collected in Table 3 . In the end, we want to highlight the simplicity of the unitary BW method: finding ri g with formulas (25)-(28) is an easy straightforward procedure and with these vectors we have the final expressions for partial amplitudes.
Background in Breit-Wigner unitary method
In practice, resonances are accompanied by background. With polynomial in ij K the dips in amplitudes between the poles remain (this also can be checked with the accompanying software; an obvious restriction on polynomial coefficients is that resonances manifestation should retain). Also notice that polynomial terms in (3) do not allow to present background in the quantum mechanics form,
in which even the number of parameters is different, for instance for two channels and energyindependent background two parameters 1, 2  versus three ij a in ij K .
In the BW scheme S -matrix can be presented as a sum of resonant and background terms [8] 
Obviously, S is unitary if matrix S is unitary. Therefore, we can independently determine vectors ri g in S and then return to matrix S . Matrix W can be constructed as a chain of ( 1) / 2 MM rotations: 
can be considered as fit parameters (they can be functions of energy).
Then, we have
where matrix
Thus, background is very easy to implement into unitary BW scheme simply using formulas (52) and (53).
To demonstrate the scheme and its convenience, let us consider an example with two resonances and three channels; parameters are presented in Table 4 . Then the background is added to these unitary BW amplitudes. In Fig. 5 It is seen, that even a 10 o diagonal background modifies the resonance shapes. Background obtained with rotation affects even peak locations. For example, second peak in 2 11 () FE is shifted by about 0.15 from 2 m , the "correct" one.
In the K-matrix method, besides that there is no regular way to incorporate a background, the amplitudes like in Figs. 5, cannot be obtained even technically by adding polynomial terms to ij K -the zeros in the amplitudes do not go away and the plateau in the resonant area does not appear (this also can be investigated with the provided software).
Because apriori there is no criteria to select background parametrization type, this creates an uncertainty in masses, widths and branching ratios. If one particular parametrization fits the data substantially better than others, it gives the practical criteria. If this is not the case, a simplified approach may be the following: first to find the background by smoothing the data [9, 10] which removes all the peaks, then to subtract so obtained background curves from the data and to analyze the remaining data with the BW unitarization scheme without backgroundthis approach was used in work [9] to analyze overlapping (1400)  and (1600)  resonances in approximation of constant widths.
Conclusion
Obviously, the interference between resonances is the central part of analysis and interpretation. The unitary BW approach is conceptually very simple and provides parametrization in terms which have explicit physical meaning, a background is easy to include in the scheme in the standard form through the phase shifts. The amplitudes very 16 naturally contain quantum mechanics interference phases. The production channels in the BW scheme do not need a special treatment, corresponding rp g (p denotes these channels) having different physical nature, just may have a different order of magnitude comparing to other ri g . It is important to be aware that actually overlapping (not resolved) resonances cannot be adequately described within the K-matrix parametrizations. Another problem is that the K-matrix amplitudes cannot be separated in resonant and background contributions.
From theoretical point of view it worth knowing that the problem formulated long time agoto present the unitary S-matrix as a sum of BW termshas a simple and regular solution. Papers on overlapping resonances analysis often begin with the statement that a sum of BW functions violates the unitarity and alternative methods should be used. With this paper we want to attract attention to the fact that the unitary BW representation for several states is possible. It can be used in fitting procedures for the same problems as the standard K-matrix method which provides a convenient parametrization technique widely used in analyses. Despite the K-matrix approach serves perfectly fine as unitary parametrization, the terms of its parameters, "masses", "widths", "branching ratios", are only borrowed from the BW description through the comparison with a single resonance case. Developing another unitarity preserving, model-independent method to describe overlapping resonances, which parameters have direct physical meaning, can be a good addition or alternative to the K-matrix method.
For N resonances and M channels the S matrix is given by (background contribution is considered in section 4) expressions ( ) 2 S E I i T   (A1) with (variable E is used only to simplify formulas) 
To satisfy the unitarity relation (A3), it is necessary and sufficient that coefficients of the polynomial (A5) be zero for all powers of 
Taking into account expression (A8), we can write 1 
1,..., ; 1,..., . -the same as in the K-matrix parametrization.
Even though the formulas (A15) look rather sophisticated, the resonance parameters can be determined using a straightforward regular algorithm during, for example, a data fitting procedure; the unitarity of S can be checked at each value of E. In this Appendix we use the energy variable E to avoid unnecessary complications in the formulas, however the algorithm can be rewritten in terms of the variable For two resonances the algorithm is presented in the main text.
For three resonances, 3 N  , matrix S(E) is 0 0  2  2  2  2  1 3  1  3  1  2  3  2  1   2  2  2  1  2 
